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98 accord auto to manual conversion
For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. First off
is there a thread specifically for swapping a 4cyl 9801 Accord auto transmission to a 9801 manual
transmission. If there is and you can post it, Im probably done. Im looking for a parts list at least, a
write up would be even better. I have not found a thread for this simple conversion with a detailed
write up. Anything similar to these threads would be great They are very helpful but they dont fit my
specific swap. Most of these threads discuss sourcing other years and other model parts. I am
planning to get parts from my specific year and model because I figure I would need the least
amount of extra parts. The second link above says I need the drivers axle and intermediate shaft.
Reason being is I plan to buy most the parts before beginning. I would hate to spend on extra parts I
dont need. From the other posts Im assuming the manual trans will bolt right up. Im just unsure of
what real modifications I will need. Things like welding or drilling holes. Any other tips would be
great. I dont intend to mix and match parts from Preludes or any other car. Thanks in advance!
Other than that just the basic stuff Pedals, Clutch lines, master cylinder, slave cylinder. You will
have to alter the nuetral safety switch wires. And I think you will need to get a 5spd engine harness
and ecu. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. The site may not
work properly if you dont update your browser. If you do not update your browser, we suggest you
visit old reddit. Press J to jump to the feed. Press question mark to learn the rest of the keyboard
shortcuts Log in sign up User account menu 30 98 Accord Auto to Manual conversion happening! Its
a fair bit of work but generally easy to get all the parts when manual versions of the same car
exist.http://cntronics.com/editorfiles/20200903172142_7396.xml
98 accord auto to manual swap, 1998 honda accord auto to manual swap, 98 accord
auto to manual conversion, 98 accord auto to manual conversion chart, 98 accord
auto to manual conversion pdf, 98 accord auto to manual conversion kit, 98 accord
auto to manual conversion calculator.
OPs 98 V6 is one of the harder manual swaps. There was no manual V6 Accord in that generation
which presents some problems getting all the necessary parts. The shifter bolts right in. Im still not
sure if Ill go through the trouble of converting my TL when its transmission inevitably blows up.
Stripped it at the junkyard. What am I missing, this must be more expensive than just buying an
already manual 98 accord. Ive had this accord forever and didnt want to let it go. All rights reserved
Back to top. The site may not work properly if you dont update your browser. If you do not update
your browser, we suggest you visit old reddit. Press J to jump to the feed. Press question mark to
learn the rest of the keyboard shortcuts Log in sign up User account menu 1 7th gen Accord K24
auto to manual conversion The car will be mine to do with as I please. Hes done some work to it
already paint, wheels, suspension, and has wanted to get into power mods eventually. But hes
moving and getting an Evo X. So he basically told me I could have the car provided I do it justice. So
heres the question Has anyone done an auto to manual conversion on a K24 Accord. Or even an RSX
or TSX. Ive done multiple auto to manual swaps on other cars. Once on a civic, one on a 240, and my
first one was on my 98 Integra. So Im no slouch. Im in school getting my degree in an automotive
field. So taking labor costs out of the equation, and knowing I have the skill to do it, is there
anything I need to know about the conversion. Is the auto trans mount different than the manual
trans. Is there a tcm on these cars. Do I need a full manual engine harness. The amount of little
parts here and there are going to be a pain in the ass. I havent done this swap, This is just a list of

what I think will be needed to do the swap. But you know. you might want to consider it. Unless you
can find a good donor car with all the parts. Seems to be generally the same list for all auto to
manual
conversions.https://fedmadtm.com/fmtm2009/cronicas/file/canon-ir4570-service-manual-free-downlo
ad.xml
Im just concerned with the frame mounts being the same. Honda likes to do that. Seems to be the
general consensus. The car is worth more to me than I could sell it for. Its more than just dollars at
the end of the day. But I appreciate the list. Ill be on the lookout for people parting out or for donors.
Makes no sense. Anyway. On the Integra, there was a hole in the firewall with a plate that just
unbolted and I was able to bolt in the cmc. Ill have to look at the accord. Not sure if you can modify
your existing harness or not. If you want the cruise control to continue working youll probably need
to swap the components for it as well because the actuator is usually built into the pedal assembly.
Im almost positive theres stuff Im missing, but I think that covers the big stuff. Im not saying you
cant do it but Im gonna say you shouldnt. Thats a lot of time and money spent on a car that isnt
going to bring its value up a dime.And really Its never going to be as well executed as a manual from
the factory no matter how skilled you are. If it was a classic or rare car, Id say go for it. But this is a
Honda Accord, you should have no problem picking one up in a manual. Most importantly Dont fix it
if it aint broke. Im not concerned with the value of the car going up or decreasing. The car is a gift
from a good friend, and I could never sell it, which is why Im considering doing all this nonsense. All
rights reserved Back to top. Now that the time’s right, I decided to convert it over to a standard
shift. I’ve been grabbing parts for about a week now, but have yet to pick up an ECU. Someone told
me if I choose to stick with my current ECU, I won’t have VTEC or VSS, among other things, and
obviously I’d like all those things to work. So my question is; do I NEED to find an ECU from a
manual Accord. If so, does it need to be the same year, or can it simply be from any manual 9802
Accord.
Can I even look to a 9802 Acura TL since they’re exactly the same in terms of parts To answer your
question, which I asked to the New York State Inspection officer that was at my work, you don’t
need the same ECU as far as inspection is concerned. And as long as it’s for the same F23 engine
you have I have the F23A1, the car should be fine with it. He told me it looks but it doesn’t care. It
will only flag a car that is using a different communication protocol than what it’s supposed to be it
thinks a random dummy car is being plugged in to pass onboard emissions. He said “what about all
the cars that get a used PCM installed in them. We’d have an unbelievable amount of flags up it was
so particular”, Do they even have the same wiring schematics and ports. I’ve never actually
compared the two side by side so I wouldn’t know You’ll just have a bunch of plugs for the
transmission that won’t go to anything, and a list of CEL codes to match. As long as any emissions
inspection you might be subject to is alright with those codes, then there’s not real NEED to go any
further here.On newer vehicles, it’s actually TCM, controlled by ECM. If you think about it, there’s
quite a bit of difference between how those transmissions operate and by data they send back to
ECM. I witnessed quite a few GM owners that failed badly when they tried to shortcut and bypass.
But as far as I know, the older the car, the less finicky all this is and you may get away from using a
dedicated ECM. Also, ECMs can be reflashed by dealer to suite a specific transmission, but I think,
they go only ten or so years back. You may also check on proper harness. You realize, harness for AT
and MT is quite different, right Not because it can’t be done or won’t work but just because it will
end up being more hassle than it is worth. So, unless you are a hobbyist and have no particular time
limit for this project I’d suggest fixing or replacing the automatic.
http://www.bouwdata.net/evenement/4-hp-mercury-outboard-service-manual
The 6 speed proved to be problematic so people often swap to the 5 speed. The parts you need to do
that swap fills a page. You could end up owning a donor car to get this done right. After pulling more

parts off the PicknPull car today I realized that they are in fact quite different, but unfortunately the
person before me decided to hack up the harness in order to remove it rather than take the extra
effort and unplug it neatly, so I’ll have to find another car with a manual harness. ZF has attributed
most of these problems to software issues.Hondas older transmissions such as the Hondamatic
semiautomatic transmission and its successors use traditional, individual gears on parallel axes like
a manual transmission, with each gear ratio engaged by a separate hydraulic clutch pack. This
design is also noteworthy because it preserves engine braking by eliminating a sprag between first
and second gears.The Hondamatic incorporated a lockup function, which Honda called a third ratio,
and had manual gear selection. The companys early transmissions also used a patented torque
converter which used stator force to reduce hydraulic losses by using a reaction arm to increase the
hydraulic pressure when the stator was stalled. The reaction arm acted directly on the regulator
valve this meant that increased pressure was available to the clutch plates when torque
multiplication was greatest. The stator was equipped with a sprag clutch enabling it to freewheel
when required.This torque converter was nominally about 7in. It was initially announced in Europe
as an automatic as the staff at Honda in Europe assumed that it would like the N600 to be fully
automatic. This gearbox was a separate unit and used ATF Automatic Transmission Fluid.Retrieved
18 December 2017. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Unique
notear vibration minimizing bushings.Mount Kit for 9093 Acura Integra DA. Designed to fit all B
series motors with Cable transmission.
http://greenandtelco.com/images/brother-fax-4100e-manual-download.pdf
Direct bolt on solution which does not require notching or other modifications for this conversion.
Unique notear vibration minimizing bushings.Mount Kit for 9401 Acura Integra DC with 3 Bolt or 2
Bolt Post Mount Driverside Mount, if you are unsure which kit you need dont hesitate to call us 626
2614052. Designed to fit all B and D series motors with hydraulic transmission.Designed to fit all B
series motors with cable transmission. Unique notear vibration minimizing bushings.Designed to fit
all B series motors with hydraulic transmission. Unique notear vibration minimizing bushings.
Actuator pivots smoothly using state of the art spherical bearings. The actuator is mounted in the
same fashion as the factory models and works in the same plane as the clutch release fork. There is
no binding in the clutch release fork and therefore no premature clutch wear caused by the
actuator.Urethane stiffness from soft for the street to solid for the track is available. Unique notear
vibration minimizing bushings.Lifetime Warranty Designed to fit factory FSeries transmissions.
Unique notear vibration minimizing bushings.Designed to fit all B series motors with hydraulic
transmission.Designed to fit all B series motors with Hydraulic transmission. If you would like to
check the availability of a specific part, please email us or give us a call. 626 2614052. Click here to
read our coverage. The A.V. Club Deadspin Gizmodo Jalopnik Jezebel Kotaku Lifehacker The Root
The Takeout The Onion The Inventory Drive Free or Die. Shop Subscribe Latest News Jalopnik
Reviews The Morning Shift Nice Price Car Buying Video The Inventory Drive Free or Die. Drop your
email here and get our stories in your inbox. Todays feature is on the 6th generation Honda Accord
V6 and how to fix the ticking time bomb known as its automatic transmission. Advertisement The
Fault The 98 02 Honda Accord V6 is a pretty spectacular platform.
http://www.indianantique.com/images/brother-fax-2920-user-manual.pdf
Its naturally aspirated J30 V6 engine produces a bicentennial horsepower figure and, unlike its late
model 4cylinder brethren, has a particularly dramatic and audible VTEC powerband crossover. Its
luxuriously appointed and a ridiculously good value for money read stupid cheap. Neither option
eliminates the issue, as over time the gearshifts become more jerky and the problem rears its ugly
head once again. Its well documented on Honda Accord forums with no easy solution. The only way
to rid the otherwise good car from this nasty blemish is to change the entire system completely.
Advertisement The Fix A 6speed manual transmission is installed from an Acura CL Type S or an

Acura TL, since the engine mounting points on the J32 engines are the same as the Accords J30.
Heres a list of everything youll need to do it, and what to do if youre doing it yourself also handy to
give to your mechanic along with your stacks of hundreds The Full 6Speed Parts list, by storms on
6thgenaccord.com. Although the prices are listed, Id recommend finding major components, like the
transmission, mounts and axles on eBay or Amazon, with the transmission being the only thing you
should really buy used. Advertisement If youre unfamiliar with doing a manual transmission swap,
follow the procedure here. its for a 4cylinder version of the chassis, but the basic procedure still
applies In addition to the mechanical components, a wiring harness is necessary to make sure the
cars ECU doesnt throw diagnostic trouble codes because of the loss of the automatic transmission.
Advertisement Photo Credit Wikipedia.org, Flickr.com, 6thgenaccord.com Tavarish is the founder of
APiDA Online and writes about buying and selling cool cars on the internet. He owns the worlds
cheapest Mercedes SClass, a graffitibombed Lexus, and hes the only Jalopnik author that has never
driven a Miata. He also has a real name that he didnt feel was journalisty enough so he used a pen
name and this was the best he could do.
Advertisement Kinja Get Your Hands Dirty Read more Share This Story Get our newsletter Subscribe
More from Jalopnik Watch An Active Protection System Destroy An RPG Fired At Israeli Tank How
Low Can Ferrari Go. Even the TLs s are crap though. Another friend had the same blown
transmissions issues on his. And my Civic Si had one of the worst manuals Ive ever experienced. See
all replies. And by having access to our ebooks online or by storing it on your computer, you have
convenient answers with Auto To Manual Conversion Accord. To get started finding Auto To Manual
Conversion Accord, you are right to find our website which has a comprehensive collection of
manuals listed. Our library is the biggest of these that have literally hundreds of thousands of
different products represented. I get my most wanted eBook Many thanks If there is a survey it only
takes 5 minutes, try any survey which works for you. We are still open for business. Menu 0 We are
still open for business. Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may
still notice slight vibration depending on your engines series and HP. By switching to stiffer mounts
without the fluid reduces wheel hop and increases driving response. NOTE It is strongly
recommended that all installs be done by a mechanic or automotive specialist. Mounts CAN NOT be
returned or swapped out after they have been bolted down revealing bolt impressions.Although
Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight vibration
depending on your engines series and HP.Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine
vibration, you may still notice slight vibration depending on your engines series and HP. By
switching to stiffer mounts without the fluid reduces wheel hop and increases driving
response.NOTE It is strongly recommended that all installs be done by a mechanic or automotive
specialist.
Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out after they have been bolted down revealing bolt
impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice
slight vibration depending on your engines series and HP.Shifter cable adapter for installing the
6speed transmission from a 0206 Integra RSX Type S in any 0005 Toyota MR2 Spyder originally
equipped with manual transmission. Weight 5lbs NOTE It is strongly recommended that all installs
be done by a mechanic or automotive specialist. Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out after
they have been bolted down revealing bolt impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to
absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight vibration depending on your engines series and
HP.Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight
vibration depending on your engines series and HP. By switching to stiffer mounts without the fluid
reduces wheel hop and increases driving response.Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out
after they have been bolted down revealing bolt impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are
made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight vibration depending on your engines
series and HP. By switching to stiffer mounts without the fluid reduces wheel hop and increases

driving response.NOTE It is strongly recommended that all installs be done by a mechanic or
automotive specialist. Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out after they have been bolted
down revealing bolt impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine
vibration, you may still notice slight vibration depending on your engines series and HP. By
switching to stiffer mounts without the fluid reduces wheel hop and increases driving
response.NOTE It is strongly recommended that all installs be done by a mechanic or automotive
specialist.
Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out after they have been bolted down revealing bolt
impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice
slight vibration depending on your engines series and HP. By switching to stiffer mounts without the
fluid reduces wheel hop and increases driving response.To perform a K24 swap when using this kit,
your Insight must have a stock automatic chassis. NOTE It is strongly recommended that all installs
be done by a mechanic or automotive specialist. Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out after
they have been bolted down revealing bolt impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to
absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight vibration depending on your engines series and
HP. By switching to stiffer mounts without the fluid reduces wheel hop and increases driving
response.NOTE Although this kit will work with K24 engines, you must use the K20 manual
transmission in order to fit this kit correctly. NOTE This kit will not work with K20 engine
conversions. In order to perform a k24 engine conversion, your Insight must have come stock with a
manual transmission. Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out after they have been bolted
down revealing bolt impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine
vibration, you may still notice slight vibration depending on your engines series and HP.NOTE This
kit does not include the brackets necessary for the complete engine mount conversion. Mounts CAN
NOT be returned or swapped out after they have been bolted down revealing bolt
impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice
slight vibration depending on your engines series and HP.NOTE This kit does not include the
brackets necessary for the complete engine mount conversion. Mounts CAN NOT be returned or
swapped out after they have been bolted down revealing bolt impressions.
Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight
vibration depending on your engines series and HP.
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